Department of Music Presents

MUSIC
The Universal Connection

NEW MUSIC
NEW VOICES

COMPOSITION CONCERT

Studley Theatre
Tuesday, November 8
7:30 p.m.
NEW MUSIC/NEW VOICES

COMPOSITION CONCERT

Program

Arc or Arcturus
Light Prism
Sion Kikuchi

Jacob Lingley-violin
Saskia Merling-viola
Sion Kikuchi-cello
Aleks Pilmanis-piano

This Right Here
Claire Boss-electric guitar and voice
Hailey Brown and Jennifer Poroye-voice
Kai Mack-bass
Lucas Lynch-drums

Ribbit
Darius Beckford

Darius Beckford- keyboards/electronics
Lucas Lynch-drums

Untitled
Saahas Baligar

Alyssa Delessio-opera vocals
Sion Kikuchi-cello
Saahas Baligar-guitar, vocals, loop station
Lucas Lynch-drums

Alone/Together
Aleks Pilmanis

Dream (performed by Aleks Pilmanis)
John Cage

Aleks Pilmanis-piano

Fall 2022
Program

Doorway to Anywhere

Vince Mandracchia-electric guitar and synth
Brian Casey, Aleks Pilmanis, Claire Boss-alto saxes
Dan-tenor sax
Dani Gardner-trumpet
Matt Hoffman-trombone
Darius Beckford-piano
Lucas Lynch-drums

The Second Coming

Brian Casey-vocals and alto sax
Jacob Lingley, Nicola Kelly-violins
Saskia Merling-violin
Sion Kikuchi-cello
Darius Beckford-piano
Lucas Lynch-drums
Community Choir—vocals

From Now On, Forever

Dani Gardner-Trumpet & Synth
Ryan Perrone-Trombone
Jack Salzman-electric bass
Abigail Dentico, Sion Kikuchi-celli
Nicola Kelly-violin
Claire Boss-alto sax
Brenna Zaff-drums

The Universal Connection
Program

Sanctuary

Gregory Habokian-Leone

Charles Apollo-Guitar
Jason, Nicolaus Stauder, Theo, Stephen Darling-guitars
Rocco, Aaron Barrington-bass/guitar
Ethan-vocals
Darius Beckford- piano
Peter Harvill and Lucas Lynch-drums
Gregory Habokian-Leone- vocals
Please visit newpaltz.edu/music/concert-series to view our upcoming Concert Series events. Enjoy the show!

Your generous contributions support Department of Music programs.
Make your tax-deductible gift today at newpaltz.edu/gift, or send your check, made payable to the SUNY New Paltz Foundation and marked for Music to:

SUNY New Paltz Foundation
1 Hawk Drive
New Paltz, NY 12561